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Welcome being addressed.
We have had the usual great support

I
n this edition of 'The Works' we have from our exhibitors, many of whom
a variety of articles which I hope you attend our Open Days on a regular basis,
will find interesting. Thanks to them and also to our many
This year has been very successful volunteers who make it all happen,

with monthly Open Days, lots of visitors The winter season is now upon us and
and good weather. The season started our volunteers are busy cleaning,
with the 'Return To Steam' Celebration painting, renovating and generally
day which saw the Hathorn Davey maintaining the site. We are always
engine working for the first time in many pleased to welcome new volunteers to
years. It was a busy day with lots of our team. There is usually something for
enthusiastic invited guests. This day set everyone, no matter what skills you may
the scene for the rest of the season with have. If you are interested, why not
the engine in steam for all the Open come along and give it a try, no
Days except the last one in October obligation. We meet on Tuesday
when unfortunately, the engine had evenings and Sundays,
some technical problems which are now Terry

Statement from the Board of Trustees - Alan Tearle
of The Twyford Waterworks Trust • Southern Water Liaison - Ray

Caine
n the weeks following the AGM in Public Facing Duties - to be agreed
October, Mike Southgate resigned subject to circumstances
with immediate effect, leaving the
position of Chair vacant. The Board Additional matters discussed were:-

would like to thank Mike for the Other posts that have been vacant for
contribution he made to the some time are the Company Secretary
management of the Trust in stepping up (currently covered by the Treasurer
to the position of Chair in 2015, and Richard Broadway), and Vice Chair,
agreeing to continue in this post for Together with the post of Chair, these
three years. vacancies will be re-advertised over the
An emergency Board Meeting was called coming months.
for the 18th November at which the Further news on the rearrangement of
Board adopted the following interim roles to assist with the running of the
arrangements Trust will be announced as they occur.
• Chairing meetings - Meetings will Appeal. The Board of Trustees would be

be chaired by various Board delighted to hear from any Friend of
Members in rotation. Alan Tearle TWT who is interested in becoming a
will chair the next meeting Trustee (Board Member), and/or taking
scheduled for 20th January 2019. a role in the management of the affairs

• Handling email and phone of the Trust either now or in the future,
message contacts via the web site Ray Caine



Work Now Begins

Now that we have reached the
end of another successful
open season, it is time to
look at the work that needs

to be done or that the Trust would like
to do in the closed season ready for next
season.
There is always a long list of work to be
carried out in the closed period at the
works and funnily enough a long list of
work to be done around my house
according to the wife. This list does not
include the diesel and steam plant that
we have as they have teams to carry out
that sort of task but you can always give
them some of your time as well.
Work has already started on clearing the
North Land for two reasons, one to try
and gain some more parking spaces for
the last open day and secondly to reach
the Sludge Pump House to be able to
restore it. It would appear that passers
by had commented that the wooden
building had vanished under the
greenery. There is still a large area of
brambles etc to be cleared, so gardeners
please come and join in with the
clearance.
Work has just started on the internal
decoration of the Filter House walls and

metalwork, I think the roof wood work
may be a little too high for us to reach.
This work is mainly going to be done on
those cold wintery Tuesday evenings as
it is too dark to work outside, but we will
not stop anyone from coming on a
Sunday to help out.
The flight of wooden steps that take you
up past the Kiln building need replacing
as they are rotting away, these are
hoped to be replaced with something a
little more resilient. No one has stepped
forward to undertake this project yet
but it will need doing at some stage
although admittedly it will be in the
spring time, hopefully when it's a little
warmer.
The roof of the Rectifier House has been
inspected and found that the central
coping stones and upstands are letting in
water, some provisional works have



been carried out to reduce the water
ingress but all the coping stones need to
come off be cleaned, walls felted and
stones replaced. These are obviously
heavy items to be shifting and so will
take a team effort, so if you like heights
and are fit and healthy why not come
and help, the view is amazing from the
rooftop.
You might see a pattern emerging here,
there is a long list of projects that the
Trust would like to see come to fruition
but it all takes time and energy and so I
ask if you can spare some time to assist
with a little of what we would like to
achieve then please let us know and
come and help.
List of other tasks include: - handrail to
be fitted up side of tunnel to Filter
House, Decoration of Tea room and
Kiosk, sort out some drainage issues,
retaining wall for chalk bank alongside
the Amport Pump House Woodwork
repairs to Kiln doors and frames etc.. All

these are of course on top of the usual
ground maintenance, wildlife and
cleaning that will go on as well.
Any queries or questions can be sent to
Colin Billinghurst Clerk of Works.



All Change at the Lime Kilns

T he Railway Group's main winter
project this year is to create a
new railway display area on the
land at the rear of the Lime Kilns.

Once the Open Day season was over the
team (Matthew, George, Chris, Colin,
and Graham) moved in to clear a vast
amount of bramble, which resulted in a
very satisfying bonfire! The clearance
revealed the 1946 slope up to the Lime
Store, roughly constructed from rubble
to allow lorries of lime to reverse up to
the chutes, and much of this will be
incorporated into the new plan for the
site.
During November the main activity has
focused on the creation of a new access
path. The top steps, made mainly from
old concrete fence posts, have now been
demolished to allow visitors to follow a
new gently sloped path around the area,
and gain access to both the rear of the

kilns and the nature trail. This also allows
the kilns to be viewed to much greater
advantage, and a seat will be suitably
placed to ensure that this can be done at
leisure.
After some further ground levelling,
lengths of narrow gauge railway track
will be laid down to allow the display of
some of the wagons that are at the
Waterworks, together with information
panels to explain where they came from
and what they were used for. The
collection of railway locomotives and
wagons at Twyford is very well known in
enthusiast and industrial archaeology
circles, and we want to make the
collection more relevant to all who visit
us.
The Railway Group has also turned its
attention once more to the area dug out
some years ago, where long-standing
Friends may remember the derelict
horse stable once stood. The Trust
gained permission a few years ago to
build a replacement corrugated roofed
shed here, and the intention is to use
this to house all the operational rolling
stock on the Kiln Railway, to provide
protection from the weather. This is an
ambitious project with an aim to
complete by 2020, and further reports
will follow!

Graham & Matthew



The Power to the Kilns Project

In January of this year I produced a
short proposal to restore electric
power to the Kiln Complex by the
end of March, little did I know that I

would only be producing the completion
report in mid October! This is the story of
my 2018 project.

The rest of the project involves power
and lighting in the Mixing Room and
Firing Floor, lights inside Kilns 1 & 2 and
power sockets on the Charging Floor by
Kiln 5.
We then had to get agreement from
Historic Engand for these 'alterations',
which is where things started to slow
down. Ray submitted my proposal with
lots of photos (like the one opposite) and
plans in February but we did not receive
the official go-ahead from the Secretary
of State until April.
So it was May before we started digging
the trench, which extends from the
South door to the softening tank up the
slope to the corner of the kiln complex
and along to outside the firing floor.
Digging this was no easy task as much of
it was up a 45 degree angle, and then we
had to negotiate Edwin Course's seat, so
it was early June before we had the
ducting completed and buried (with a

By the end of 2017, the need for electric
power had become so desperate that a
long extension lead had been laid on the
surface from the Amport shelter,
obviously a very temporary solution, so I
was asked to do the job properly. I
produced a plan and estimate for the
Board in January, which they quickly
accepted.
A feature of this would be a trench from
the softening tank building up the slope
to the Kiln Complex as shown here. The
cable is enclosed in a plastic duct within
the trench. This is a much neater solution
than the overhead catenary arrangement
that had been used at some point in the
past.

*:



draw rope inside).
One Sunday in mid June we did the all
important job of pulling the cable
through, 50m of armoured steel wire is
heavy stuff. It took five of us to
manoeuvre it from inside the firing floor,
through the trench duct to inside the
softening tank (which was full of water),
along the lime water feed pipe to the
lime water trough. Then along the lime
water trough into the Filter House above
the filter tanks and then through the
wall to the distribution board in the rear.
This distribution board (right) is the
source of power for the Kiln Complex.
At the other end the cable is terminated
in another distribution board in the
corner of the firing floor. This board was
installed and powered up by the end of
June and later enclosed in a wooden
cabinet as shown here. The cable entry
through the wall is nicely out of sight.
Inside this cabinet is a distribution

board, 4 13a sockets, a 3-phase socket
and two light switches, see photo below.
The distribution board was actually in
the Boiler House before the Return To
Steam project and has since been
refurbished. The two switches control
the lights in the firing floor and mixing
room, about which more later.
So by the end of June it was time to
install more cables inside the kiln
complex. There are four cables inside
the wooden conduit you can see rising
from the wooden cabinet.
One goes all the way to the eaves of the
firing floor, over the top of Kilns 1 & 2
and through into the charging floor by
Kiln 3. It then goes across the firing floor
at roof level and along the South wall to
another distribution board in the South
East corner.
Another cable goes to the lights on top
of Kilns 1 & 2, which turned out to be a
very dusty place to work. Nobody could
remember anybody else ever having
been up there.
The third cable goes through an existing
hole in the wall at about 3m high, into

8



the Mixing Room, and thence along the
steel rafter in the centre of the room to
a lighting ceiling fitting.
The fourth cable continues up to the
eaves of the firing floor and thence to a
lighting ceiling fitting in the centre of the
firing floor.
Putting all this cabling in the Kiln
Complex took most of July, so it was
August before I actually fitted any lights.
The first was the mixing room light and
this fitting is the original one which was
left over from the previous electrical
installation in the Kiln Complex, which I
cleaned up and re-wired.
The next lights to go in were the internal
ones at the top of Kilns 1 & 2. I wanted
to make these remote controllable from
a wireless keypad in order to avoid non-
original wiring to non-original wall
switches. The cheapest and simplest way
to do this was to use remote 13a socket
controllers, so in fact the cable to these
lights terminates in 13a sockets. The Kiln
lights then plug in via remote units. The
lights themselves are modern flood
lights inserted into the sighting holes in
the top of the kilns. The result is
impressive as shown here.
Also on top of these two kilns, more 13a
sockets with remote control units feed
two more flood lights which are angled
back to shine onto the roof of the
charging floor whilst being out of site
behind the access apertures at the top of
the kilns. This has the effect of
illuminating the charging floor with no
lights or switches in sight.
On bright sunny days with the west
doorway open, they have little effect,
but on a dark day or when the dorway is
shut, they will illuminate the hydraulic

winch and the petrol gas displays
adequately.
By now we have reached the end of
August and the final light to go in was
the one for the firing floor, I had put the
cable in during July, but decided that this
was a job for a rainy day. Due to holidays
and the fine weather it was therefore
late September before the job was
finished. This light fitting was
manufactured from an old wall light and
an old reflector and is a good match to
that in the mixing room.
Then Ray told me I had to write a Final
Report for Historic England, with lots of
pictures and detailing any variations
from the original submission. This we did
and Historic England formally
"confirmed this discharges the
conditions on the consent" at the end of
October. So that is how a project I
thought would take 3 months took 10
months! But I enjoyed it.

Morley Slade



Historic England at Twyford
Waterworks

W hen the RTS project
began, all work on
Scheduled Monuments
required the approval of

English Heritage. The government then
reorganised the system, leaving English
Heritage to maintain their own sites and
offer public membership to support their
work, while the regulatory part of the
organisation was renamed "Historic
England" (HE). English Heritage was
given charitable status while Historic
England remained a government
organisation answering to the
Department of Culture, Media and Sport
(DCMS).
Whatever the name, the legal
requirement remains. As custodians of a
Scheduled Historic Monument the Trust
is bound to consult, and seek approval
from Historic England before carrying
out any works which affect the
monument or its setting. Having had

many occasions to engage in such
matters in my civil engineering career it
was logical that I should do so for the
Trust. This role has since grown to the
position of "Compliance Manager"
which seems to infer responsibility for
ensuring that the Trust does not
contravene any of its legal obligations, a
daunting responsibility!
The first Scheduled Monument
application in 2006 related to the
asbestos removal works which required
the demolition of the boiler brickwork.
The consent conditions required that
detailed measurements and
photographs were taken at all stages of
the demolition to enable the
reconstruction. During the HLF Round
One development work, consent was
sought for the boiler reconstruction, and
a second for the toilets and workshop,
so that the permissions were in place
before the Round Two Application to
HLF was submitted. As the work
progressed, a further five applications
were needed to reflect minor works not
included in the earlier consents. This
process has included many visits to the
works by the HE enforcement team who
have all been helpful and ensured that
no omissions occurred. Many of the
minor works did not require referral to
DCMS and were swiftly approved.
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The final condition in all consents is that
a completion report is submitted,
supported by photographs, to show that
the work has been carried out as
consented. The report for the RTS works
was submitted in early October. I was
greatly assisted in this by those who sent
me photographs, and by Alan Tearle who
edited the complete report into a pdf.
Our contact at Historic England has just
confirmed his acceptance of the report
and that this discharges the Trust's
obligations under the consents. Copies
are available in the mess room and
archive.
In the last two years we have seen that
Historic England will not always agree
with our proposals when a number of
suggestions were put forward to ease
the congestion in the tea room.
These consisted of various combinations
of awnings and "Portacabin" style
kitchens behind the boiler house or
adjacent to the tea room door. There
was also the option of an historic
Glasgow Underground Carriage which
came on the market and could have
provided seating to the right of the
Amport Pump shelter. When consulted
HE made it clear that they would be
unlikely to consent any such
development adjacent to the scheduled
buildings. This was confirmed when a

senior Building Conservation Officer
visited the site earlier this year. However
it was a constructive meeting, and
indicated that if we were to redevelop
the Filter House extension, that they
would be sympathetic to any application
to form an entrance/exit in the east
facing gable which faces onto the old
boat club pond site.
Our most recent application was for
Morley Slade's project to get electric
power and lighting to the Kilns, this has
also been signed off following submission
of Morley's completion report.
Finally, it must be remembered that all
our developments also require Planning
Approval from the South Downs National
Park Authority. The down side of this is
that it charges to process the
applications, something that Historic
England do not yet do.

Ray Caine
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Trailcam Trials

Being a keen amateur
photographer, I'm always
looking at new or different
subjects and techniques.

Having a walled garden at home, nothing
gets in other than cats unless it can fly.
We have lots of garden birds and have
even been visited by a sparrowhawk but
nothing that you could term wildlife, so I
had never considered the use of a
trailcam. Then, a lightbulb moment.
There must be wildlife at the
waterworks. A quick chat with Terry
confirmed this and the evidence of
prints in the ground and droppings was
clear.
So after some technical research and a
search to find a reputable dealer, I
settled on a model made by Browning
from NatureSpy, a non profit
organisation which provides trailcam
services and equipment sales.

First attempts were not great. There are
a lot of options like range, sensitivity,
video or stills, quality etc. and it can take
a while to discover what suits your
situation the best. There is also the
problem of location. For instance,
beware the branch that is just out of
shot! When it's weighed down with rain
or blown in the wind, all of a sudden it
becomes your main subject! After the
first week's deployment, I spent hours
trawling through over 800 photos
checking to see if anything other than
that blasted branch had triggered it!
Since then I have learnt a bit more
through experience and am now getting
some reasonable results. There has been
nothing that unusual, deer, foxes
squirrels, rabbits etc but I'm struggling to
get decent pictures of the badgers at
night. They're always in a hurry and end
up as a blur but I shall persevere!

AlanTearle
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Great Ramshorn Snails - [Planorbis
Corneus]

T
he Waterworks Wildlife pond is
full of surprises.
During one of our Summer
'reduction of water weed

the removal of some 'Watersessions

25mm. Considerable time was spent in
removing them from the discarded
plants and putting them back in the
pond.
Great Ramshorn snails are our largest
Spiral Shelled freshwater Snail. The shell
comprises of five or so dark brown
whorls. They are common only in central
and southern England.
To have so many of these Snails in our

Soldiers' was necessary. We were Pond indicates a good water
surprised to discover that each plant environment which is supporting a
removed had 'Great Ramshorn Snails' on thriving 'Great Ramshorn' nursery,
it - some only 3mm in diameter up to Terry

*--^-**"'—^t - Tw~-r . 5t<~. ,f f.~*r^*<~ *̂«.
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Diesel Report.

T hose who have followed our
progress will know that we have
successfully repositioned the
Knowle Hospital Ruston Hornsby

6XHR from its resting place and it now
looks a bit more like an exhibit and not
as if it's been dumped in a corner.
We have built a dummy plinth for it and
remounted the crankshaft so now it
appears as it should, albeit not working.
Also worthy of note is the progress on
the 6PS airstart unit which we have
started to put back together following
work on the crank and bearings
(courtesy of Saunders Motor Works) and
we hope to use it next year in the role
for which it was designed, that is

providing the air for starting the Ruston
4VER pumping engine.
Which leads me nicely on to the 4VER
itself. Having sat, waiting, quietly, since
its rebuild, we completed the sealing of
the underfloor ducting so it was decided
to give it a run to make sure everything
was ok. This we did on the final Open
Day of the year and it was met with
much enthusiasm from all those present,
not least of all myself as it has been an
ambition of mine since I started as a
volunteer to see it running in all it's glory
for the general public, something which
has never happened before.
We look forward to more milestones in
the Internal Combustion world next year.

Geoff



Friends of Twyford Waterworks Trust.

F irstly a very big thank you to all
Friends for the support you have
shown over the years in so many
ways, including bringing steam

back to the heart of the Waterworks.
This year has certainly been momentous,
and historic, and it has been good to be
able to share this time with so many
Friends.

I'd like to give a very warm welcome to
new Friends who have joined since the
last newsletter:
Philip Airey, George & Jenny Barrett, Jeff
& Neelima Bower, Paul & Sarah Clelford,
Alan & Karen Clucas, Tom & Melissa
Frost, Jackie Reeves and Brian West.

With very best wishes for cifristmas and
the New Year, Lesley

SARSEN
PRESS

Sarsen Press is an independent printing
company that has been operating in
Winchester for more than 30 years.

We provide a helpful personal service
to individuals, businesses, charities
and voluntary groups. We have high

standards and offer good value for money. We work with you to ensure that we
produce exactly what you want.

Whenever possible we use Forestry Stewardship Certified and recycled paper.

You can supply your work to us by email or other computer media. Some jobs
can be printed directly from your hard copy. Our graphic designers can also
work with your copy to design and typeset your work.

We also do photocopying, guillotining, stapling, padding, collating, booklet
making, wiro binding, plastic comb binding, perfect binding (paperback
books), book production, numbering, scoring, perforating, drilling and mailing.

Sarsen Press, 22 Hyde Street, Winchester SO23 7DR
info@sarsenpress.com • www.sarsenpress.com • 01962 854281
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wvvw.twvfordwatervvorks.co.uk 07516458900
Hazeley Road. Twyford, Hampshire, SO21 1QA

Supported by

The National Lottery*
through the Heritage Lottery Fund

Come and discover the story of water extraction,
"softening and supply over the last 100 years at this

Scheduled Ancient Monument located close to
'-**' Winchester in the heart of the Hampshire
' countryside.
4 We are open and in steam on the following days in
2019:

. 5th & 6th May

. 2nd June

. 7th July
• 4th August
. 1st September
. 6th October

lottery fund

Discover the story of your drinking water


